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‘Gender Awareness in the Media’

This training session was sponsored by the Pittsburgh

Commission on Human Relations (linked to local

government).

The training was presented by Ciora Thomas, a trans-identified man, Founder and President
of SisTers PGH.

SisTers PGH is a transgender community centre in Pittsburgh, which actively helps people to
transition (NB ‘shelter transitioning program’).

The webinar was also supported by the City of Pittsburgh LGBTQIA+ Advisory council,
which again is publicly funded, and it members have direct access to the Mayor and sit on
Council sub-committees.
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The event was held on 29 May 2020, four days after the death of George Floyd. Rioting was
already taking place in Minneapolis and spreading across America. 

The day after the webinar there were violent protests in Pittsburgh, including looting and
burning out police cars.

The training session was aimed at local journalists to train them on best practice when writing
about transgender people in news stories, with an emphasis on crime reporting as it turned
out, but I got the sense that I wasn’t the only person out of town. 🤓
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The panel was comprised of LGBTQ+ people, including a representative from GLAAD, a
media monitoring group, who also give the media guidance on using ‘correct terminology'.
Many of the slides in Thomas’ presentation were produced by GLAAD.

As per usual, the obligatory sign language interpreter had been employed to communicate to
likely zero deaf people on the video call. An additional cost to the Pittsburgh tax payer. No
one asked us at registration whether we were hard of hearing.
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The Supreme Court was due to rule on Title VII soon, as to whether it would be extended to
include intersex, gender identity (Aimee Stephens case), gender expression, and sexual
orientation.

In part, the reason for this session was to ensure local reporting on this issue was
‘responsible’. 

Employers and LGBT Community Waiting for 2020 Supreme Court Dec…
In 2020 the U.S. Supreme Court is expected to issue decisions in three cases that

will determine whether discrimination based upon gender identity and sexual

orientation is covered under Title VII of…

https://www.law.com/dailybusinessreview/2019/12/24/employers-and-lgbt-community-…

We were asked to add our pronouns to our names in our Zoom profiles. They hid participant
names and numbers so the request was for the benefit for the small panel.

Thomas was very much for reading out the full text on the slides, rather than talking off the
cuff.

Just like all training you’ve ever done, the Community Agreement slide created the
impression that a robust, but respectful discussion, was to follow (there was no discussion).
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Trans and non-binary people were not included in the Census data and therefore this made
them suffer economically and community projects lacked funds because they didn’t exist in
the data. 

Thomas wanted more money for his projects.

Particularly upsetting was the fact that men who pretend to be women were still being sent to
mens’ prisons and he used the story below to demonstrate this. 

Thomas said that the aspect of a TW being in danger made this a good story.

So I looked the story up myself, since no further information by Thomas was given. 

The man was arrested and put in a single occupancy cell for 8 hours in a police station. The
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following morning he was transferred to a male prison where he was released hours later after
his

bail was paid after an online campaign. 

The reason for his arrest was setting a flag alight in a crowd and carrying road flares and paint
thinner in his backpack.

Transgender woman sent to men’s prison in Philadelphia: Experience …
"Police are actively and brutally misgendering and mistreating queer people in the

system," ReeAnna Segin said.

https://www.inquirer.com/philly/news/pennsylvania/philadelphia/reeanna-segin-transge…

Thomas told us that he had been in prison himself, but didn’t go into any further details. 

Of course, trans people are the most vulnerable people in prison - just EVER!!!

Very long section on ‘defining gender’. He apparently had to expand his mind and challenge
his prejudices to fully understand non-binary (they *all* say that btw in these trainings). 

Thomas went on about it rather a lot, making it sound less believable with every repetition.
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Several slides of dazzling infographics later, the umbrella appeared and we were encouraged
to ask questions if we didn’t understand any terms.

When writing a story, Thomas advised the journos, always use the correct term that the person
uses about themselves to describe them.

Thomas read out every single term under the umbrella. 

What is maverique? one asked. Another wanted to know what ‘gender apathetic’ was. 

Jam, a trans-identified female, was on hand to put us right in the chat box, and quickly copied
and pasted the gobbledygook for us.

Lots of attention was given to non-binary folx, who Thomas repeated again he had had a lot
of trouble understanding. 

In fact, he’d studied them so much he now realised that he was non-binary himself and was
‘now living my truth’.
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Thomas said that ‘cis reproduction’ was a myth and implied that having children was a result
of decision-making.

By contrast, Thomas told us that it was not a choice to be transgender (even though he had
just told us that he used to identify as a TW and now identified as NB). 

What age should a kid be allowed to start on hormones? How soon should that happen?

SisTers was there to help young trans kids find their way and resources could be found on the
website.

Thomas told us that intersex people were closely allied to trans people and supported by them,
but were a separate grouping. 
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Thomas said as many as 1 in 20-1,000 people were born intersex - basically making it one of
the most common conditions

Thomas then presented to us a few different pronouns we might encounter in ‘everyday
situations’ and read out sample sentences, proving that they are less easy to say than they are
to read.

Misgendering and dead naming people threatens the lives of trans and NB people - be mindful
of that when you are writing an article about them.

Thomas then got all teary over the case of Tony McDade and begged people to use the ‘proper
pronouns’ as people had referred to her as a she. 
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Thomas had done his research on Twitter and said there was no way McDade could be
confused as a woman (right).

McDade (38) was shot dead by a police officer after she stabbed Malik Jackson (21), a
neighbour, to death. The motive for the murder was a vendetta against Jackson’s family.
McDade apparently broadcast her plan of revenge to FB prior to the murder. 

What We've Learned About Events Prior To The Death Of Tony McDade
More information is surfacing about what led to the deaths of two people near

Holton Street, one killed by a stabbing and the other, shot by a police officer. The

Tallahassee Police Department has id…

https://news.wfsu.org/wfsu-local-news/2020-05-31/what-weve-learned-about-events-pr…

Thomas’ general advice was to conceal that a person was transgender in all areas of reporting.
Avoid stories about ‘coming out’ or 'transitioning'.

Thomas was very clear. Don’t use the word ‘transgender’ unless it is absolutely necessary. 

A man walking down the street wearing a skirt, is a woman. 

In cases where a person had not legally changed their name, report it as if it were an issue of
discrimination.
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The slide below was given as an example of ideal reporting.

As you can see the ‘corrected’ version on the right side now longer makes no sense - why
would a woman announce she was a woman?

A tepid panel discussion with the LGBTQ journos followed. They agreed that pronouns
should be put in emails, name tags and office signs. They agreed it was difficult to remember.

One gamely said that she had started interviewing people and asking for pronouns, but it
sounded

like the general population of Pittsburgh wasn’t ready yet to have their sex questioned.

Don’t use the phrase ‘preferred pronouns’ as this implies they are optional.
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• • •

An older woman was grateful to (shit-eating) Divine and Ru Paul for their early input into the
current narrative

Trans and NB people have had to fight to be alongside the LGB. 

The acronym was likely to grow (they obviously haven’t seen the acronyms I’ve seen).

In another direct contradiction to what Thomas had *just* taught us, it was said just because
someone is wears a dress, doesn’t mean they are a woman.

One pointed out that if your editor doesn’t approve of you using alternative pronouns to
describe a person, the official style guide said that you could use ‘they’ as a singular - use this
as a get out clause.

Thomas said ‘black TW’ were being killed all the time, and that the media was only interested
in ‘black cisgender men’. Also Thomas - they ‘portray us as prostitutes’ (completely
forgetting he was NB) and that the media failed to understand their ‘economic disadvantages’.

Ross from GLAAD said trans people in the military and high school athletes were being
targeted and that doctors and parents who support medical transition were being criminalised. 

The webinar has now been uploaded to YouTube for posterity. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/hvdrxU0OhTc
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